
Pick The Christmas Special
I  want to do a special review for Christmas but have nothing
in mind for it.  What would you guys like me to do on
Christmas Day?  Obvious it requires me to be able to find a
copy.  It doesn’t have to be Christmas related.

What Show Should I Add?
With the PPV reviews winding down (45 to go), I’ll have some
room to add in some more weekly TV shows. By that I mean an
old show that I can put in regularly on my schedule. I’ll
leave it up to you guys what I pick. Here are some options
(others if you can think of them of course).

Raw (any year)
Smackdown (any year)
ECW on TNN (depending on availability)
ECW on SyFy (I’d start at the beginning and go through the
whole series since there are only about 200 episodes)
Impact from any year (depending on availability)
Anything else you guys can think of

I might do two of these but I’m not sure. Once I finish Raw
from 98 and 01, I’m going to do 99-2000 but I’ll do them
chronologically instead of two from each. I’ll also probably
be starting Raw from the beginning and working my way up two
episodes (or so) at a time.

I won’t do Thunder yet because I’ll be doing those as I get to
that time in the Nitro reviews.  I also won’t do ROH because
I’m  not  a  big  fan  of  it  and  wouldn’t  want  to  watch  it
regularly.
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So what would you like?

What Should I Count-Up Next?
I have a backlog of probably close to a thousand reviews so I
have more than enough to go over a year with a new one up
every day. What would you all like to see? Here are a few that
popped into my head:

Clash of the Champions
SNME
In Your House
Monday Nitro (I have over the first 60 episodes done)
Every ECW PPV
Almost any series of show from WWF/E, TNA or WCW

Any  other  suggestions?  Should  I  not  do  one  of  these  for
awhile? It’s up to you all.
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